
 Lecture 25

1 Automorphisms isomorphisms finished

2 Action on quantization
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Last time we've seen that

A WIA Xz by Gxat equivariant automorphisms

intertwiningmoment maps making Xy z equivariant

B for Xe z Xezl4 2 any Gequivariant isomorphism
Xy Xy intertwining themomentmaps is theaction by an
element ofWI
A



Ourgoal is to provethe followingtheorem

Theorem Hare SES I W lx Aut X t

Note that we indeed have a homomorphism WI but X

by restricting the hiyaXyfrom A to A lo xzXz
Sowhat we need to do
Produce an embeddingWish whose image isthekernel

of WI Aut X

Show that the homomorphism tix Aut x is surjective

Both use B above

11 Embedding WeW
Recallthe universal deformation Xang Wehave z by

Xz 3 5tw bxlw t

Cequiv Poisson ise Sec 1.1 of Lec48ThisgivesWalz by
E equiv Poisson isomorphisms

Hamiltonian actions extend to deformations Sec1.1 ofLec17

In particular we have one of Xyw then it lifts tozxgawxg.tw
a



Lemma The Hamiltonian action on Xz extending that on X

commuting w G making Az z invariant is unique
Proof Similarly to what was explained in II ofSect

ofLec23 twosuchactions are conjugate by an automorphism of
the form exp f 3 w deg f 2 a ftp.o fez flxz3 Since
thedegreeof z cQ Xp is 24 Ally ispositivelygraded

wededuce that fez exp f 3 id s

So 1 is Gequivariant intertwines themoment maps
Now we are going to produce an embedding We try
Note that the actions of WykWy en Xz are faithful

for W this fellows from the construction An element oftix
is uniquely determined by its restriction to Xx dej
theuniquenesspart of the preposition in Sec 1.2 atLee28

So the action of tix is faithful as well Toget
an embedding West it remains to show that byacts
on Xz by transformations fromWI Thx to Prepn in Sec 1.2

of Lee 24 this will fellow if we check that forZariski
I



generic Xez w Xx Aux is a fequivariant isomorphism

intertwining themoment maps details of the reduction are left

as an exercise But this fellowsbe the Gaction themoment

map are liftedfrom lying So we get an embedding WeW
We now claim that Wych coincides w thekernelof

Wy Duta x The inclusion Wacker comes from the

constructionof WyaXjzxg.tw gywxw.WxaXgxiw trivial
Now let ueker WI Aut N Note that WI actson

Xy by graded Poisson algebra automorphisms Fordez
u GLX Xux is an iso of filtered Poisson algebras
and thx to ueker of filtered Poisson deformations Bythe
classification of these I WxeW w ad WX Sincethisholds

for all X I weW w ut wX Replacing a w w n we can

assume that u acts trivially on both X Rz

Exercise Show that a acts as a unipetent operator oneach

gradedcomponent of Olly Then use that WI isfinite to

gon
dude u id



12 Epimorphism Wi Duta x

Let y eNutall We claim that y lifts to a Gas
equivariant automorphism of Agaw intertwiningthemomentmaps
to of Namely let Ngw beanothergradedPoisson deformation
that coincides w Xyw as a scheme but the identification

o
yaw Agaw TX is twistedby q Bythe universal

property of Agaw applied to X'sw we get an automorphism

G of X w ofgraded Poisson variety lifting g

Exercise Similarly to Lemme in Sec 1.2 show that

q is Gequivariant intertwines themoment maps tog

Since WyoW by Sec 1.1 Willy acts en AlWeAgaw
Weneed to show 9 lies in the image of this action It's
sufficient to show that the restriction of y te a Zariski
generic fiber of Xy w 5,1W coincides w that of an

elementof W This is done as in theprevious sectionand is left

gas
an exercise



Remark Recall Corollary in Sec 1.6 of Lee11 thatthe

filtered Poisson deformations of Glx are parameterized bypts
in Salty The action of Duta X onSally coming from AutalN
I WI W coincides w the action on isomorphism classes of
Poisson deformations Sec 2.2 of Lec23 by theconstruction

13 Filtered Poisson deformations us orbit covers

In Lecture 23 we had sets i equivariant covers of
coadjoint Gorbits and ii filteredPoisson deformations of
CLOT Wehadmaps ii lil takingtheopenorbit in

Spec and i lii sendingOT India Xl to Elly

Lemma The composition ii i lii is the identity
Sketchofproof

Every is Allyl for some Xez as a filtered
algebra As argued in Remark in Sect of Lec23 we have

e Gequivariant isomorphism ally Ally intertwining the

moment maps If both XXego then the isomorphism is given by
A



an action of an element of Vx such isomorphisms are filtration

preserving On the otherhand if t.to then theargument of

Example in Sec 2.1 shows that a Hamiltonian automorphism

of Q N preserves thegrading Thegeneral case interpolates

betweenthetwo we can assume Za x Z X denotethisLevi

by 54 Wehave a coverOi of a nilpotentorbit in at st

Xp AlIndi ImxD Xx AlIndalimX'D there h is apare
folicW Levi M compareto See 1.3 ofLec 15 One then shows
that the isomorphism comes from the action of thegroup
Na MOm definedsimilarly to Nell01 Details are left
as a hard exercise D

2 Action on quantization

Recall the quantization Dz of Yy from Lec 21 Hereis
our main result about Dz

Theorem a Dz is independent ofP
2 W acts on Dz by filteredalgebraante



morphisms The action has the following properties

a On gr 51Dj GLAD it coincides w theactionconstructedin Lec 28
161 Elz D is Wy equivariant

c The action of tix is by Cequivariantautomorphisms

intertwining the quantum comement maps

We'll discuss theproof in the next landfinal lecture
For now we remark that this theorem completestheproofof the

bijection ii lira mentioned in Lee23module theclaim that
filteredquantizations are parameterized bypoints ofSalty land

are the specializations of Dj Indeedthe actionofDuta X
on the set of isomorphism classes of filteredPoisson deformations

is the action ofDuta x onbtw comingfrom the SES in

Thm in Sec 1.0 Thx to Theorem above 1a property 6 in

particular the same is true forquantizations

A


